
 

The Grit of the Desert Sand: Marc de Jong’s Perilous Journey 

When I first became aware of Marc de Jong and his work it was almost 20 years ago and he 

was known in more-or-less ‘underground’ circles as an enfant terrible, a suave and smart 

anarchist, a pre-Banksy street provocateur, a laneway visual-terrorist evading escape on his 

screaming skateboard.  

de Jong cut his teeth as a ‘culture jammer,’ building up a cult following for his graphic work 

and street stencils, subverting big business logos, and discovering that corporate giants lack 

a sense of humour when their identity is tampered with. American Express became 

American Excess, Sportsgirl became Spoiltgirl, Bankcard morphed into Bankrupt and Visa 

came out as Vice. 

By 2004, while remaining something of a ‘pointillist punk’ de Jong had matured into a 

sophisticated purveyor of ‘landscape’ painting, albeit while retaining an anarcho-edge. His 

works from that time, in a theme that he retains today, were environmental warning signs; 

billowing factories, suburban tracts and the Westgate Bridge, and appropriating images from 

the film Mad Max as a unifying theme. His 2004 show was about environment and the 

destructive nature of humans. But it was also a show about vulnerability. 

 

de Jong’s ‘pointillism’ may, at first, remind viewers of the approach taken by the French 

painters Georges Seurat and Paul Signac who developed the technique in 1885 as an adjunct 

to Impressionism. But de Jong’s technique is in fact a chilling wake-up call to his viewers. 

One may recall a brilliantly satiric cartoon by Michael Leunig in which a family sits rapt at a 

television set screening a blazing sunset when in fact they have their backs to the window 

where the real sunset is occurring in its natural glory. For the viewers the sunset is only 

digestible as a mediated image  

 

de Jong’s works aren’t ‘pointillist,’ they are ‘pixelist’ – the pixelations of media 

reproductions. Sounding not unlike such media theorists as Marshall McLuhan or McKenzie 

Wark, de Jong refers to his creative output as ‘Media Dreaming.’ He is, no doubt, well 
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aware of the unvarnished irony of this phrase. The ‘Dreaming’ of Australia’s indigenous 

people revolves around the Land; their understanding of the very real world around them. 

de Jong’s ‘dreaming’ is mediated via the internet, television and newspapers. His ‘homage’ to 

Albert Namatjira and the Hermannsburg School is one sourced from pixels, not the grit of 

the desert sand or the rich smell of eucalypt. To quote the fictional character Morpheus in 

the 1999 film The Matrix, who in turn quotes French Philosopher Jean Baudrillard in his 

famous book, Simulacra and Simulation, “Welcome to the Desert of the Real.” But this is not 

the ‘real’ of Aboriginal Dreaming. This is the real (or reel) of electronic reality, of mediated 

imagery. It is mediated, not meditated. To be sure, that is his source. But that is not the end 

of the story. 

THEN DE JONG HAS to release his imp of the perverse to throw us utterly off balance. Issues 

of ‘quotation’ and ‘appropriation’ were all the rage in Australian art in the 1980s and have 

long since become the dust of theoretical skeletal remains. But de Jong has responded to 

this joust with paintings that are seriously painted. Every pixel here goes beyond one simple 

brushstroke. He builds the textures up to insane levels of complexity, clearly taking 

incommensurate time with each canvas. What he has done is create something almost 

unutterably real from the unreal. He has brought flesh and blood, at least in the form of oil 

and canvas, back into the fray with paintings that are unafraid of their media sources but 

force us to consider, in turn, their sources. 

And one can, perhaps, feel the grit of the desert sand or the rich smell of eucalypt. Perhaps 

force Leunig’s tv-entranced family to turn around and watch the sunset of the real, to 

remember that beyond the waterfalls of Instagram there are real waterfalls where children 

splash and gasp at the rainbows the watery mist evokes. Even if it takes a long, crowded 

elevator ride to get there. 

– Dr. Ashley Crawford 

 


